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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the impact of reducing barley subsidies to

livestock producers in Cyprus on: (1) the government deficit, (2) the cost

of living of different income groups, (3) foreign exchange, and (4)

production and consumption of livestock products. It extends our general

multi-market methodology, applied to Korea, Senegal and Sierra Leone, to

include analysis of a livestock sector. The basic method is to construct a

simulation model of the agricultural sector tied to the urban and external

sectors through market clearing conditions. Interdependencies among

markets are explicitly incorporated through substitution in supply and

demand.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

I.1 E'urpose

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, it attempts to

answer a number of important policy questions concerning the Grain

Commission deficit in Cyprus. Second, the paper represents an extension of

our general methodology designed to analyze agricultural pricing

policies1 / to include analysis of a livestock sector.

The two purposes complement each other. The Grain Commission

deficits have become a significant burden on the Cypriot government

finances. The deficits amounted to two percent of GNP in 1981. The need

to find a way to reduce this drain on public resources has become an

important policy goal. However, it is important to know what the

consequences of various attempts to reduce the deficits would be. What

will happen to the cost of living in the absence of subsidies? How will

this affect the government wage bill given indexation of wages? Will the

poor be disproportionately affected? What will happen to the value of

agricultural production and imports and to farm income? The answers to

these questions are critical to the immediate political economy debate in

which issues of efficiency, equity, practicality and political feasibility

are important. It is precisely this set of questions which the methodology

used in this paper is designed to handle.

/ This method was originally applied to Korea (Braverman, Ahn and Hammer,
1983): Subsequently, it has been applied under different institutional
constraints to: Senegal (Braverman, Hammer and Levinsohn, 1983;
Braverman and Hammer [forthcomingl), Sierra Leone (Braverman, Hammer
and Jorgenson, 1983) and Malawi (Singh, Squire and Kirchner, 1984).
For a discussion which focuses mainly on methodological aspects in the
Korean context, see Braverman-Hammer-Ahn (forthcoming).
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i.2 Standard Methods of Analysis

Standard methods of analysis of agricultural pricing policies

employed in the Bank cannot be used to answer many of these questions.

Studies of comparative advantage (using effective rates of protection (EPR)

or domestic resource cost (DRC) calculations) cannot be used to answer

questions of distributional impact of policies nor can they be used to

determine the adjustment of quantities produced or consumed. Single market

studies of producer and consumer surplus can address incidence questions

(though only on the functional distribution of income--that is, between

producers and consumers of products). However, they are limited in their

ability to take into account important interactions between markets.

I.3 The Multi-Market Method

The multi-market method used in this paper attempts to correct

the shortcomings of the above methods. A model which treats both the

production structure of the agricultural sector and the demand system for

its products in a consistent framework is developed. Production of each

commodity is determined by profit maximization for all agricultural goods

included in the model. This allows for the direct substitution of land in

one field crop for another. Demand for each commodity is a function of the

prices of all related commodities facing the consumer, as well as income.

Drawing on the literature of the farm household model (Yotopolous and Lau,

1974; Barnum and Squire, 1980) income generated in the agricultural sector

is a component of total income. This device ties the production and

consumption aspects of the farm economy together in a consistent manner.

The method of analysis consists of constructing this consistent set of

equations which captures the basic behavior of farmers in Cyprus and

solving this system for different values of the variables which can be

influenced directly by policy.
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The effects of a policy on any one price in the farm economy can

be traced through related markets. For example, an increase in the release

price of barley for Eeed may increase the demand for hay, reducing the

supply of crops other than hay. Both wheat and barley are grown at fixed,

subsidized prices and a reduction of output will relieve some of the

government costs of these programs. At: the same time, the increase in

domestic meat costs will increase consumer prices and lead to increased

imports of meats. Ruminant animals wi]l be affected less than pork and

poultry, since the former can be fed on substitute hay. Since different

income groups eat different amounts of each of these varieties of meats,

costs of living may rise at different rates for these groups. As is

readily seen, the implications of the single policy change can be far

reaching and' well beyond the capabilities of single market analyses to

determine.

In an attempt to make the methodology embodied in this paper

easier to use, an alternative version of this model has been devised. The

alternative method is; related to the one presented here. The alternative

version is constructed by taking derivatives of the market clearing

conditions. As such, it is a model which can be solved by linear methods

and can be used on personal computers. However, since it is constructed

from derivatives, it is only applicable to analysis of small changes in

policies. The issues regarding the comparison of the two methods are

discussed in Braverman-Hammer-Gron (1985).

I.4 Cyprus Policy Questions

The immediate policy question in Cyprus is easily stated. The

main component of the government cost is in the maintenance of the subsidy

to barley used as feed. The Grain Commission purchases barley grain from

domestic farmers (with a premium over world prices) and from abroad, and
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sells to livestock producers at a significant discount. The price to the

livestock industry is £33.9 per ton and has been held at this level since

1978. World prices, on the other hand, had increased to the level of £69

per ton of barley in 1982. The costs of the deficit due to feedgrain

subsidies, therefore, had grown to £12.4 million in 1982. The most

important set of questions, therefore, revolves around the consequences of

raising the release price of barley to levels comparable to the cost of

acquisition. As mentioned, these consequences include the rise in the cost

of living, especially for the poor; the change in domestic production of

meat and milk; changes in net imports of agricultural products, including

increases in meat imports and decreases in barley imports; and changes in

employment in farming.

The other policies which can be analyzed in the present framework

are of somewhat less importance. These are the subsidies for barley and

wheat production. One reason for their lesser importance is that they

absorb a smaller proportion of the budget. Total producer subsidies

(relative to world prices) accounted for £2.1 million in 1982 or 12.2

percent of the total Grain Commission deficit. The other reason that there

is less interest in these policies is that they are generally believed to

be a form of income maintenance for older farmers and generally untouchable

for political reasons. In any case, the consequences of changing subsidy

levels to grain producers is within the scope of the study and can be of

use to the government in assessing the full costs and benefits of these

programs.

Since the degree of subsidy in each of these markets is quite

substantial, and since the political debate surrounding these policies can

become heated, it is probably not feasible to remove the subsidies in one

shot. Therefore, the policy interventions to be simulated will close the



gap between current prices and world prices in stages. This is intended to

mimic the gradual change in prices.

I.5 Ke-y Results

The relevant policy on the agenda of the Cypriot Government is to

increase consumer feedgrain prices. This policy, if accepted, is likely to

be implemented in stages. The first stage considered in this paper is an

increase of 14.5 percent (from £33.9 per ton to £38.8 per ton). We

consider its implications under two scenarios. The first does not allow

imports of pork and poultry since Cyprus is currently self-sufficient in

these goods. The second scenario allows free trade in these goods at

initial prices. The implications for the deficit are:

(i) The Grain Commission deficit would decrease by 20.2 and 28.8

percent respectively for the two scenarios.

(ii) If the increase in government wage bill due to the cost of living

increase is taken into account, then these changes will be 17.7

and 28.0 percent.

It was believed that these subsidies benefit mainly consumers.

It is our finding that: the benefit of this subsidy, and hence the burden of

its removal, is shared between consumers and livestock producers. This is

due to the fact that the demand for individual meats are relatively elastic

and that not all meat consumer prices will change since some are determined

in world markets (e.g. frozen beef and lamb, and in one scenario pork and

poultry).

Clearly, in the short run, a decrease in subsidies per se is

never a Pareto-Superior move, i.e., without compensation certain groups get

hurt. However, as demonstrated in the text, the substantial reduction in

the budget deficit does not come at a heavy cost to consumers. The pork

and poultry industry may contract. The released labor is assumed to find



employment relatively easily since off farm employment opportunities are

commonly observed. We provide here a methodology for capturing order of

magnitudes for these tradeoffs, which incorporates substitution in

production and consumption.
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II: MODEL STRUCTURE

II.1 The Set of Commodities Analyzed

The formal model is presented in Appendix B. In essence, the

model is a set of supply and demand equations which are linked together in

a way consistent with economic theory. The supply side of the model

describes the production processes for four meat products: fresh lamb and

goat, beef, an aggregate commodity consisting of pork and poultry, and milk

(cow's milk equivalent of cow, sheep and goat milk). It also includes the

production of ithree field crops: barley, wheat and hay. The complete

production system specifies the output relations and the set of input

demands.

The demand equations are defined over six commodities: fresh

lamb and goat, frozen lamb (imported), beef, pork and poultry (as one

aggregated commodity), milk and bread. Hay and barley in the production

system are used exclusively as intermediate inputs for animal feed.

II.2 Sector Organization

In some ways it is difficult to identify an agricultural sector

in Cyprus with well defined limits. Since the country is small, actual

distances between the countryside and urban centers of employment are

within commuting range. As a result, many people are only part-time

farmers who earn a substantial part of their income in the urban sector.

Some have full-time Jobs off the farm (Ansell, Bishop, and Upton, 1983).

Therefore, it is difficult to identify a Labor force which is specific to

agriculture. Similarly, it is difficult to distinguish a character-

istically ruraL consumption pattern from that of the rest of the economy.

The population is simply too intermixed to fruitfully distinguish farmers

from non-farmers. The only exception to this statement might be the vine



growing regions which are the preserves of an older, more immobile

population. This region is specifically excluded from the model.

As a result of this intermixing of the population, the model

treats agriculture as being well integrated into the national economy. For

the purposes of demand, this integration takes the form of specifying a

single demand system for the whole of Cyprus. For the supply side, this

inter-twining of the sectors shows up in two ways. The labor market is

modelled in such a way that the wage is determined in the larger

non-agricultural sector and is taken as given by the agriculture sector.

In addition, it is assumed that investment in livestock must earn a rate of

return which is determined by the opportunity costs of funds in other

sectors.

II.3 Production Relations

Each of the commodities is assumed to be characterized by a

profit function which determines the maximum profit it is possible to

attain for given prices of variable factors of production, and quantities

of available fixed factors. The derivation and characteristics of this

function (called a restricted profit function due to the inclusion of the

fixed factors) can be found in Lau (1976). It suffices to mention here

that the profit function can be used to determine a consistent set of input

demand equations and output supply equations.

II.3.(i) Production in the Livestock Industries

The productive structure for each of the animal product

industries has a variety of features in common. In each case, profits are

defined as returns to ownership of the animal. The variable factors of

production in each case are labor, capital (farm machinery), feed and an

aggregate of other costs (veterinary services, etc.). Since the fixed

factor here is the herd, the scope for increasing output without increasing



feed is limited. This requires that the underlying production function

should allow very little substitutability between feed and other factors of

production. The translog function was chosen which gives an elasticity of

substitution between feed and both labor and capital of near .1.

The definition of feed costs poses another key question. An

important issue in the discussion of the barley subsidies is the

substitutability of hay for barley in feed for sheep and cows. Little

research has been done to determine this substitution possibility within

the framework of a prodluction function. However, there is general

agreement that hay can be substituted for grain at the margin. Besides

direct calorie and protein content, hay has advantages in maintaining the

health of animals, particularly those raised for milk production. In

addition, the use of extra hay can be expected to improve the quality of

milk produced, though given the marketing structure in Cyprus, the farmer

would get no benefit from increasing the fat content of the milk. In any

case, it appears that the two forms of feed are substitutes, but because of

the health effects (subject to diminishing returns once a cow or sheep is

essentially healthy), this substitution is not linear for all combinations

of grain and htay. Therefore, the aggregatte factor of feed is modelled as a

Cobb-Douglas function of the two componerits. The weights in the aggregate

are given by the average share of grain and hay in the total cost of feeds

for the ruminant animals. Hence, we have a two-level production structure

for sheep and cows, a translog profit function defined over the prices of

labor, capital, other inputs and feed with a Cobb-Douglas price index of

grain and hay prices used as the cost of feed.

A second special feature of the production structure concerns the

milk market. While on the demand side of the model only one type of milk

will be considered (cow's milk equivalent), on the production side two
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types of milk are included which are aggregated only when they reach the

market. The profit function for sheep's milk includes the same arguments

as the one for lamb and they share the same stock of animals for

calculation of the profit. The only difference is in the weight given to

hay in the feed price index. Milk production requires increased hay use

since the animals are raised to older ages. The same is true for cow's

milk. After profit and production are determined for the two types of milk

separately, sheep milk is converted into cow milk equivalent using the

standard conversion of 1.8 to 1.

All of the livestock industries share the same equilibrium

condition. The model is designed to be relevant for an intermediate period

of time. That is, technological possibilities are assumed to be fixed

(distinguishing the model from possible long-run versions) but farmers are

allowed to adjust the size of their stocks of animals (distinguishing the

model from very short-run or "impact" versions). It is assumed to be

relevant, therefore, for the situation one year after the policy is

implemented. A short-run version, in which animals slaughtered due to

stock reduction are sold on the market, was also run but will be discussed

only briefly in the next chapter.

The equilibrium condition for the size of the stocks is that the

rate of return on the purchase of animals must remain constant. As

mentioned above, the livestock sector in Cyprus is well integrated into

the rest of the economy. As such, it must compete for funds with the rest

of the industrial sector. Investments in livestock, therefore, must be as

profitable as alternative investments. A further, important assumption of

the model is that the livestock sector is "small" relative to the remainder

of the industrial sector. It is small in the sense that changes in

profitability in agriculture will not affect the rate of return to
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investment in the economy at large. The rate of return to investment in

each type oiF animal will be a decreasing function of the size of the herd

of that animal. Therefore, if costs of production were to rise and profits

fall with the removaL of subsidies, the number of animals maintained will

be decreased in order to keep the marginal profitability constant.

Given the dlata that we obtained in Cyprus, we assumed that all

firms, in particular in the pork and poultry industry, are alike, and the

average level of proi-it for the sector applies to each producer. However,

conventional wisdom in Cyprus reports that the pork and poultry industry

includes heterogenous producers who systematically underreport their

profits. The implications for our results are that in reality the supply

elasticity of pork and poultry should be lower than the one we estimated.

II.3.(ii) Production of Field Crops

The production structures of barley, wheat and hay differ from

those in livestock in a variety of ways. First, the variable factors of

production differ. Eor the field crops, these are: labor, capital and

other inputs. The fixed factor is land. Second, the production function

is specialized to the Cobb-Douglas form of the translog function. The

reason for this is that no restriction such as the input/output relation

between feed and output exists for these crops and, again, sufficient data

for a complete estimation of the production structure is unavailable. The

Cobb-Douglas form has the advantage of simplicity. Third, the equilibrium

condition differs. Total land available for cultivation in these crops is

assumed to be fixed. However, land can be shifted between these crops

readily. Equilibrium in the land market requires that the marginal value

product of land in each use be the same. This raises a technical problem.

Since both wlheat and barley prices are fixed by the government, they do not

change as different combinations of output are produced. The technologies
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for producing wheat and barley are quite similar. If both crops could be

produced subject to constant returns to scale, the model would produce the

result that only one of these crops, the more profitable one, would be

produced at all. The rate of profit, on the margin, would be constant and

all land would be converted to use in the crop with the higher value. In

fact, something like this appears to be happening in Cyprus. Since prices

were fixed at levels favoring the production of barley (the mid 70's),

wheat production has experienced a steady deterioration (see Appendix A).

It is quite possible that it is only because of inertia on the part of

farmers that any wheat is grown at all. However, since wheat is grown in

our base period, it was necessary to drop the assumption of constant

returns to scale in order to generate equilibrium values of wheat

production. The crops are assumed to be subject to decreasing returns to

scale. The rationalization is that plots of land are heterogenous and that

some are better suited for one type of crop relative to the other.

Even if the producer prices of wheat and barley are not changed

in the simulations, the cropping pattern is still likely to change. If the

demand for hay increases as a result of the removal of feedgrain subsidies,

its price will rise as well. This will increase its profitability and

induce a shift of land out of both wheat and barley into hay (much of hay

is the same plant as barley but cut before the grain is allowed to form).

This provides the link between the livestock sector and the cropping

pattern for agriculture.

II.4 Structure of Demand

The demand side of the model also makes use of a flexible

functional form designed to capture a wide variety of cross commodity

substitution possibilities. The form used is the Almost Ideal Demand

System (AIDS) devised by Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). The commodities
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which are included irk the demand system are: fresh lamb, frozen lamb,

beef, milk, pork and poultry and bread.

The agriculture sector is assumed to be an integral part of the

Cypriot economy and dlemands are not disaggregated between urban and rural

sectors. The contribution of farm household income to demand is handled by

including the value of agricultural profits in total disposable income.

Hence, there will be a secondary effect of changes in subsidies on total

demand which is due to reductions in farm profits.

The demand system was calibrated according to the procedure

described in Appendix C. Econometric estimates of the demand structure

were performed and compared to the analysis in Panayiotou (1982). Data for

this analysis were supplied by the Agricultural Research Institute of the

Ministry of Agriculture.

II.5 Market Equilibrium

The basic institutional structure of the Cypriot agricultural

sector is captured through the choice of market clearing conditions. Each

market clears in the following way:

Lamb: Fres,h lamb is traded on private markets with little

government intervention at all. Supply and demand are equated via flexibly

adjusting prLces. While some lamb is imported, the type which is imported

(often from lNew Zealand) is frozen and not considered a perfect substitute

for the preferred fresh meat. However, the two types are substitutable to

some degree. Frozen :Lamb is imported al: fixed world prices. No domestic

production ol frozen lamb is assumed to take place. The ability to import

at constant prices wiLl exert a moderating effect on the domestic price of

fresh lamb as consumers switch between the two goods.

Beef: In contrast to lamb, fresh and frozen beef are assumed to

be perfect substitutes and are aggregated into a single good. As a result,
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the price of this good is determined on world markets. Supply and demand

are determined with reference to this price. Any imbalance is corrected by

imports or exports. In general, the country will always be an importer of

beef.

Milk: The aggregated commodity, cow's milk equivalent, is traded

on a free market and is modelled in the same way as fresh lamb.

Pork and Poultry: In recent years, Cyprus has been

self-sufficient in pork and poultry products (see Appendix A). However,

this has been due in part to heavily subsidized feedgrains. If these

subsidies are reduced, it is possible that the domestic price of pork and

poultry would rise substantially relative to international prices. If this

is true, there may be pressure on the government (the Price Commission

perhaps) to allow imports of these goods in order to moderate the cost to

consumers. Since these political factors are hard for us to assess, it was

decided to run two versions of the model to account for either

possibility. In the first version, the current self-sufficiency is taken as

a given, and the market is modelled in the same way as fresh lamb and

milk--that is, with prices completely variable and domestic supplies

meeting demand. In the second version, it is assumed that the current

self-sufficiency is due only to the fact that domestic prices are

approximately equal to world prices. Any deviation would result in imports

or exports which would keep prices the same. Therefore, the market is

modelled in the same way as beef. The comparison of the two versions has an

added benefit of allowing us to assess the consequences of protecting the

pork and poultry industries.

Barley: Barley in this model is an aggregate of all feedgrains.

Only barley proper is grown in Cyprus for this purpose but the commodity

diA,uAsed In the model includes imnorted sorghum and. for nonultrv mnaiz.



The government has two separate policies in place in the barley market. On

the producer stide, there is a fixed floor price for all sales to the

government. Since this is higher than the purchase price for livestock

producers, it is assumed to be binding. On the consumer side, all grain is

assumed to be sold by the government at a reduced price. The gap between

supply and demand which results (unless the prices happen to generate equal

supplies and demands by chance) is met with imports. Imports account for

the larger shaLre of consumption. The government deficit is composed of two

parts. The first, the producer subsidy, is the wedge between producer and

world prices multiplied by total production. The second, the consumer

subsidy, is thie wedge between release and world prices multiplied by total

feedgrain demand. This ignores handling cost which, in the case of Cyprus,

is minor, but can be aclded by a simple markup on the purchase

price.

Wheat: The story of the barley market is applicable in its

entirety to thle wheat market. The only difference is that demand for wheat

products is generated by the consumer demand system (final demand) while in

barley it is a derived demand from the production of livestock

(intermediate demand).

Hay: Hay in this model is an aggregate of three components: (l)

barley cut as green fodder--that is, before the grain has developed;

(2) other varieties of green fodder; and (3) straw as a by-product of wheat

and barley grain production. The first two components are the largest.

Straw is converted to fodder equivalent by the price differential between

the two in the base period. The price of hay is set in a free market.

Supply is determined as the combination of green fodder production which

responds directly to the expected price of hay and the by-product of wheat

and barley production, determined by conditions in those markets as well as
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by the price of hay itself. Demand is a derived demand from the livestock

producers and depends on the level of output of lamb, beef and milk as well

as the price of feedgrains.
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III. THE RESULTS

III.1 Policy OptiorLs

The policies to be considered are very well defined. In order to

reduce the deficits, there are only four possibilities: lower the producer

prices of wheat and barley or raise the consumer prices of bread and

feedgrains. Of these four, the one most likely to effect the overall

deficit is to raise the feedgrain price. This also is likely to be the

most politically palatable option and will, consequently, take up most of

the analysis. For the detailed specification of all policies analyzed see

the Tables below in subsection III.3.

III.2 Demonstration. of Multi-Market Interaction

In order to give some intuition into the nature of the model, one

policy will be used as an example and the effects on each market will be

traced graphically. The policy chosen is the increase in feedgrain prices

by 14.5 percent--that is, one quarter of the way towards world prices in

the base period of 1979-81. The results of this policy are presented in

lines A arid E in Table 2 below. Discussion will be with respect to the

second version of the model, where imports of pork and poultry are allowed

(line E). The markets are illustrated in Figures a through g on the

following pages. The effects on the markets are as follows:

Barley: The direct effect of raising the feedgrain price is, of

course, felt in the barley market. Figure a shows the initial equilibrium

position in this market and the effect of policy. Original feedgrain

demand is OA and original domestic production is OB leaving imports of BA.

The 15 percent increase in the consumer price leads directly to the decline

in feed use of 26 percent to OA'. The immediate effect on the consumer

component of the deficit is to reduce it from dabw to d'a'b'w, or from t4.7
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to £2.6 million in the base period. Further effects are felt on the supply

side. Since feedgrain prices are higher and its demand is reduced, the

demand for hay is increased in order to compensate. This extra hay

production engenders a shift in land away from barley (and wheat). This

shifts the supply curve in barley such that total production falls 1.5

percent from pc to pc' at fixed producer prices. There is, therefore, a

secondary effect on the deficit, reducing the producer subsidy from wgcp to

wg 'c'p or by 122 thousand.

Wheat: As in the case of barley, the shift of production to hay

reduces the supply of wheat. The reduction is equal to cc' in Figure b, or

7.3 percent of original production. This leads to a savings in the

producer subsidy of b'bcc' or 03.6 thousand.

HaL: Total demand for hay increases as illustrated in Figure c.

Production oE hay increases by 4.2 percent. This is due to combined (and

partially offsetting) effects of increased proportion of hay in the diet of

ruminant animals, reduced total production of products from these animals

due to increased cost3, and reduced avallability of straw as by-products of

wheat and barley.

Fresh Lamb: Even though a substitute feedstuff exists in hay,

total cost of productLon of lamb will increase with the removal of the

subsidy. Grain costs increase directly and hay prices will increase as

well as illustrated in Figure c. The net effect is to shift the supply

curve of lamb up as illustrated in Figure d. A further effect, though very

small, is due to the reduction in farm profits. This reduces national

income (though only very slightly) and shifts the demand curve down because

of the income! effect on a highly valued food. The net effect is to

increase the price of lamb by 1.4 percent and reduce production and

consumption by 3.7 percent.
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Milk: The milk market is entirely analogous to the fresh lamb

market and can also be illustrated by Figure d. The price of milk will

rise by 2.6 percent and production will fall by 3 percent.

Frozen lamb: Since there is no domestic production of frozen

lamb in the model and the price is set from outside the country, the

'supply" of frozen lamb is perfectly elastic at a fixed price. With the

increase in prices of fresh lamb and milk, the demand for imported lamb

increases from OM to OM' in Figure e. Since imports are quite small, this

represents an increase of 207 tons which is large relative to 900 tons in

the base period.

Beef: Also imported, the domestic price of beef is not affected

by the reduction in the subsidy. Market equilibrium is illustrated in

Figure f. Demand for beef at constant prices is increased to Od' from Od

due to higher prices in lamb and milk. At the same time, domestic

production of beef becomes more expensive due to higher feedgrain prices

and is reduced by 8.5 percent to Os' in the diagram. The result is an

increase of 320 tons of imported beef from the original import level of

4100 tons.

Pork and Poultry: Figure g shows the outcomes of both versions

of the model. In both versions, the reduction of the grain subsidy shifts

the supply curve from SS to S'S'. In the version in which imports are

prohibited, the equilibrium changes to E' from the original equilibrium at

E. This occurs at prices which are 5.3 percent higher than in the original

case with production falling by 11.9 percent. If such a price rise is

considered unacceptable for a food item which is such a large part of the

Cypriot diet, imports may be allowed at approximately the original prices.

The new equilibrium would be at E" with production declining by 50 percent.

The decline is larger in this case due to the lack of an offsetting
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increase in the price of pork and poultry products which would maintain

profitability of the acnimal stock. In general, the effect of the feedgrain

price increases is larger on the supply of pork and poultry than on the

other animal products. There are three basic reasons for this: (1) the

share of feed in total costs of production is larger in this industry than

in the others. Feed takes up 60 percent of the value of output in pork and

poultry in the base period. (2) The possibility of substitution of hay for

feedgrain is unavailabLe for this industry. Therefore, the total cost of

feed goes up one for one with the removal of the subsidy while for

ruminants, the cost goes up less than proportionately. (3) Cows and sheep

produce the joint products meat and milk. Milk prices vary freely and rise

with the reduction of the subsidy. This rise in price partially offsets

the fall in profitabilLty of the stock. Therefore, since in equilibrium

the marginal product of the stock is maintained at its base level, the

total adjustment for joint product animaLs can be less than that for pork

and poultry. However, the reader should bear in mind that with an

alternative high level of profits (in conformity to local conventional

wisdom) the supply response would be lower than the one implied here.

Additional Factors: In addition to the consequences of policy

which can be analyzed on a market-by-market basis, there are some cross

market effects. First, as mentioned, each of the sources of government

deficits is affected by this policy change. The net effect on the Grain

Commission deficit is to reduce it by 28,8 percent from its level of p7.33

million it. the base period 1979-81. Since that year, the consumer price of

feed grains has been held at the same level while producer prices and

world prices have increased substantially. If the behavior implied by the

model were to hold in a more recent year,, say 1982, with deficits

calculated on the basiis of the more recent prices, the effect of this
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policy would be to reduce the Grain Commission deficits by 30.4 percent

from a base level of 14.8 million pounds. The degree of diversion between

domestic and world prices has been increasing rapidly since the base period

of the model.

The Grain Commission deficit is not the only source of expense to

the government. Since government wages are indexed to the cost of living,

the increases in consumer prices will automatically trigger an increase in

the government wage bill. The amount of this increase can be calculated by

using the price index formula of the government (a Laspeyres, base quantity

weighted index) on the price increases generated in the model. The two

model versions differ substantially on this basis. The model which does

not allow imports of pork and poultry generates higher prices for these

goods. Since they represent the largest portion of the meat share in

consumer's budgets, this increase has a noticeable effect on the overall

cost of living. As calculated with the price index mentioned above, the

cost of living would rise by .3 percent. The government wage bill rises by

the same percentage, which partially offsets the gain in the Grain

Commission fund. The net savings in government costs is 17.7 percent as

opposed to the 20.2 percent gain calculated when excluding the wage bill

effect. When imports are allowed, the price increase is more moderate,

only .1 percent, and the offset in wages less important.

Besides giving a more complete picture of government costs, the

effect on the cost of living is important for its own sake. It is a good

measure of the costs to the consumer of changing this policy. Again, the

version of the model makes a big difference. When imports are allowed, the

cost to consumers of reducing subsidies is small. Without imports of pork,

the costs are higher and, because these meats are larger in poor people's

budgets, the costs affect the poor slightly more than the average Cypriot.
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The cost of living measure which we use is a close approximation to the

compensating variation implied by each policy change. With changes in

prices in the range we are considering, however, there is little difference

between this measure and simpler formulae such as the Laspeyres index.

There is also little difference between the effects on different income

groups.

The value of imports of agricultural goods can be added up across

markets. Here again, the two versions give substantially different

results. With no imports of pork, the reduction of subsidies saves foreign

exchange. The reductiLon in demand for imported barley outweighs the

increased imports, primarily of frozen lamb and beef. However, if pork and

poultry imports are aiLlowed, the substantial reduction in output is

compensated by a large increase in imports. The value of extra meat

imports is substantially larger than the savings in feed imports.

The net impact on foreign exchange of these policies is hard to

assess within the model. This is due to the effect of the policies on the

demand for agricultural labor, releasing workers for employment in other

sectors of the economy. If the increased employment generates exportable

(or import substitutable) commodities, the net effect on foreign exchange

is certainly much different than simply the value of agricultural imports.

(See next section for specific calculation.)

The! above discussion was intended to give the flavor of the

inter-dependence of the markets included in the model. Rather than discuss

the remaining policy options in this much detail, only the general patterns

which come out of the simulation results will be presented.

III.3 Simulation Rtesults

The complete results of the model are presented in Tables 1 (all

policies included) and 2 (phased reduction of feedgrain subsidies).



Table la: CYPRUS AGRICULTURAL PRICING MODEL - GENERAL RESULTS
No Imports of Pork and Poultry

Pblicy Grain Change in Total Cost of Living Agricultural Value of
Commission Government Government Poor Average Labor Use Agricultural
Deficit Wage Bill Cost Imports

Base f7.33m f62m f.33m 1 1 18.7t man yrs. fl6.7m

Entries are percentage change from base:

A. Feed price
raised 29% -37.5 .5 -33.3 .6 .5 -2.2 -2.4

B. Feed price
raised 58Z
(world level) -64.5 1.1 -55.2 1.2 1.0 -4.3 -5.2

C. Barley producer
price lowered
to world level -18.3 -18.3 0 0 .2 11.4

D. Wheat & barley
producer prices
lowered to world
level -21.5 -21.5 0 0 .2 20.1

E. Consumer price
of wheat raised
to world level -15.2 .7 -9.2 .8 .6 - -5.9

F. All prices at
world level -100 1.7 -85.5 1.9 1.6 -3.6 9.7

G. Cbmpletely free
trade (including
poultry) -100 .7 -94.0 .6 .6 -5.6 50.2



Table lb: CYPRUS AGRICULTURAL PRICING MODEL - GENERAL RESULTS

Production
Deficits In Thousand Metric Tons

Pork &
Barley Wheat Lamb Beef Milk Poultry Hay Barley Wheat

Base t6.16m fl.18m 5.1 1.7 71.4 25.2 66.4 79.6 11.9

Entries are percentage change from base:

A. Feed price
raised 29% -44.6 -.8 -10.1 -14.1 -4.9 -23.0 6.5 -2.4 -11.3

B. Feed price
raised 58%
(world level) -76.7 -. 9 -19.0 -20.8 -7.9 -42.2 10.1 -3.8 -17.3

C. Barley producer
price lowered
to world level -24.4 12.9 .i -.3 - - .8 -99 316

D. Wheat & barley
producer prices
lowered to world
level -24.8 4.8 .8 -1.4 .1 - 3.5 -98.3 83.2

E. Consumer price
of wheat raised
to world level - -95.8 .3 .1 .3 .2 .3 -.1 -.4

F. All prices at
world level -100 -100 -17 .9 -7.8 -42.0 14.9 -98.4 38.2

G. Completely free
trade (including
poultry) -100 -100 -12.0 -25.7 -8.8 -100 17.8 -98.4 27.5



Table lc: CYPRUS AGRICULTURAL PRICING MODEL - GENERAL RESULTS

Imports Prices,
in Thousand Metric Tons t/metric ton

Frozen Pork &
Barley Wheat Beef Lamb Lamb Milk Poultry

Base 156.1 55.4 4.1 .9 1583 163 731

Entries are percentage change from base:

A. Feed price
raised 29% -23.2 2.6 17.3 101.1 2.7 4.9 10.9

B. Feed price
raised 58%
(world level) -44.2 4.1 30.0 200.0 5.3 9.4 23.0

C. Barley producer
price lowered
to world level 50.3 -67.9 - -1.1 - -.1 -

D. Wheat & barley
producer prices
lowered to world
level 49.0 -17.9 - -5.7 -.4 -.4 -

E. Consumer price
of wheat raised
to world level .4 -30.9 - .7 - - -

F. All prices at
world level 3.7 -39.0 30.0 203.0 4.8 8.9 23.0

G. Completely free
trade (including
poultry) -39.2 -37.0 22.8 77.4 5.0 8.6 -



Table 2a: PHASED REDUCTIONS IN FEEDGRAIN SUBSIDIES

3licy Grain Change in Total Total Cost of Living Agricultural Value of
Commission Government Government Cost Poor Average Labor use Agricultural
Deficit Wage Bill Cost 1982* Imports

3se £7.33m £62m £7.33m 14.8 1 1 18.7t man yrs. £16.7m

Lth No Imports of Pork & Poultry

* Feed Price Raised 14.5% -20.2 .3 -17.7 -15.1 .4 .3 -1.2 -. 9

* Feed price raised 29% -37.5 .5 -33.3 -28.2 .6 .5 -2.2 -2.4

* Feed price raised 43.5% -52.3 .8 -45.5 -39.1 .8 .7 -3.3 -3.8

* Feed price raised 58% -64.5 1.1 -55.2 -48.0 1.2 1.0 -4.3 -5.2

Lth Imports of Pork & Poultry

* Feed price raised 14.5% -28.8 .1 -28.0 -29.5 .1 .1 -2.9 20.9

* Feed price raised 29% -45.8 .2 -44.1 -46.0 .2 .2 -4.5 30.7

* Feed price raised 43.5% -59.5 .3 -57.0 -55.7 .3 .3 -5.6 38.9

* Feed price raised 58% -68.8 .3 -66.0 -61.9 .3 .3 -6.3 40.4

K.t 1982 levels of world and support prices



Table 2b: PHASED REDUCTIONS IN FEEDGRAIN SUBSIDIES

Production
Deficits In Thousand Metric Tons

Pork &
Barley Wheat Lamb Beef Milk Poultry Hay Barley Wheat
26.16m f1.18m 5.1 1.7 71.4 25.2 66.4 79.6 11.9

lith No Imports of Pork & Poultry

k. Feed Price Raised 14.5% -24.0 -.7 -5.2 -7.6 -2.7 -11.9 3.7 -1.3 -6.4

3. Feed price raised 29% -44.6 -.8 -10.1 -14.1 -4.9 -23.0 6.5 -2.4 -11.3

. Feed price raised 43.5% -62.1 -. 9 -14.7 -18.0 -6.6 -33.1 8.6 -3.2 -14.8

). Feed price raised 58% -76.7 -. 9 -19.0 -20.8 -7.9 -42.2 10.1 -3.8 -17.3

rJith Imports of Pork & Poultry

E. Feed price raised 14.5% -34.2 -.8 -3.7 -8.5 -3.0 -50.4 4.2 -1.5 -7.3

F. Feed price raised 29% -54.3 -1.1 -7.2 -15.4 -5.4 -75.7 7.7 -2.8 -13.3

. Feed price raised 43.5% -70.7 -1.3 -10.4 -20.3 -7.4 -100 10.5 -3.9 -18.0

i. Feed price raised 58% -81.7 -1.0 -13.3 -24.9 -10.3 -100 12.8 -4.9 -21.9



Table 2c: PHASED REDUCTIONS IN FEEDGRAIN SUBSIDIES

Imports Prices
In Thousand Metric Tons /etr4c ton

Frozen Pork &
Barley Wheat Beef Lamb Lamb Milk Poultry
156.1 55.4 4.1 .9 1583 163 731

With No Imports of Pork & Poultry

A. Feed Price Raised 14.5% -11.7 1.5 9.5 54.6 1.4 2.7 5.3

B. Feed price raised 29% -23.2 2.6 17.3 101.1 2.7 4.9 10.9

C. Feed price raised 43.5% -34.1 3.5 24.0 159.9 4.0 7.3 16.8

D. Feed price raised 58% -44.2 4.1 30.0 200.0 5.3 9.4 23.0

With Imports of Pork & Poultry

E. Feed price raised 14.5% -38.6 1.6 7.8 23.0 1.4 2.6 -

F. Feed price raised 29% -61.0 2.8 13.7 44.3 2.8 5.0 -

G. Feed price raised 43.5% -81.8 3.8 18.6 64.6 4.2 7.2 -

H. Feed price raised 58% -86.4 4.6 22.4 83.8 5.5 9.1 -
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The main features of these results are as follows:

Feedgrain price increases.

(1) While deficits can obviously be reduced with the removal of

the subsidies, the savings in government revenue comes with one of two

costs attached. Which cost is borne is a function of which policy is taken

with respect to imports of pork and poultry. If imports are not allowed,

the main costs of the subsidy reduction are the increase in the cost of

living and the reduction in agricultural production, income and employment.

With a 60 percent increase in the feedgrain price, the cost of living for

the poor will increase by 1.2 percent, for the average Cypriot by 1

percent. Production of all agricultural products except for hay will

decline. Hay increases to substitute for the more expensive feedgrains.

(2) If imports are allowed, the rise in the cost of living is

much reduced. The increase is now .3 percent for everyone. The burden of

this policy change is felt in larger declines in agricultural production

and, most strikingly, in the increase in the agricultural import bill. The

cost of living rise is kept small by much larger reliance on imported pork

and poultry. The results show a substantial decline, to negligible levels,

of the pork and poultry industry. Cyprus imports either the input (barley)

or the output (pork and poultry). Again, this particular conclusion has to

be qualified in light of the possibility of lower supply elasticity due to

higher than reported profits.

(3) While agricultural imports can be expected to rise, the net

impact on the national balance of payments is hard to assess. The

reduction of the agricultural sector releases both labor and investment

funds for other uses. These other uses can either be in export industries,

import competing industries or non-traded goods industries. Either of the

former two categories will help offset the loss of foreign exchange due-to
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agricultural imports. As an example, if barley prices were to rise by 60

percent, the agricultural labor demand would fall by 6.3 percent, or, by

1200 man-years. If employed in other sectors, generating the average

amount of export earnings per non-agricultural worker, these people would

contribute about 03.25 million or about half of the loss in foreign

exchange due to imports. This does not include possible savings in import

competing goods.

(4) Contrary to beliefs commonly expressed in Cyprus, the

current controlled prices are not simply an indirect form of consumer

subsidies. When the prices are allowed to rise, the cost of living does

increase to some extent. However, the impact on agricultural production

and-profits is substantial. The benefits of the current policy are shared

between producer and consumer. Due to the generally high elasticities of

demand for meats in Cyprus and the opportunity to obtain the goods whose

cost structures increase on world markets, it appears that the consumer

subsidy component of the current price regime is not as large as that part

going to producers.

Wheat and barley price supports.

(5) For a variety of reasons relating to income maintenance of

the aged in the rural areas, the producer price supports are not easy to

remove. However, one general pattern is evident in the simulations. The

price of barley appears to have increased greatly relative to both its own

price on world markets and relative to wheat support prices. When both

wheat and barley producer prices are reduced to their respective world

price levels (row D, Table 1), we see a substantial drop in barley

production as expected.. However, even though wheat prices fall, there is a

net increase in wheat production. This is due to its profitability

relative to barley at least for the years in the base period. This would
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indicate that while the average level of support for the field crops may

have to be maintained, some consideration might be given to the relative

prices of wheat and barley in an attempt to follow world price trends a

little more closely.

III.4 Sensitivity Analysis

A great deal of information is necessary for the construction of

a model with this degree of complexity. The information underlying the

model is of varying reliability. It is important to test the sensitivity

of the results of the simulations to make sure that they are not dependent

on questionable aspects of the supporting data.

The most difficult aspect of the data to obtain relates to the

structure of consumer demand. While own price elasticities are often

fairly reliable, it is often very difficult to obtain good estimates of

cross price elasticities. This is true of all empirical studies of demand

and is not unique to the Cypriot case. It is important to make sure that

conclusions of the model are not dependent on this particularly difficult-

to-obtain piece of information.

Two variations of the original model are constructed. In one,

the cross price elasticities are assumed to be approximately twice the

original values. In the other, the cross price elasticities are assumed to

be zero. This range of values is quite wide and includes a large variation

in the assumed behavior of consumers. The assumption maintained throughout

is that the relative sizes of the cross price effects are correctly

captured in the originally estimated version though the absolute size may

vary substantially.

The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Table 3.

Only the policy of increasing the price of barley to one-quarter of the

distance to the world price is included since this is sufficient to



Table 3: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Policy: Feed price raised 14.5%, lports of Pbrk and Pbultry Allowd

(P&w E, Table 2)

Imports
Grain QCne in Value of

Camdssin (Gverunt Agricultural gricu1tura1 Barley tat Beef FrozE
Deficit WIge Bl Labor Use iqports hnh

Base + f7.33m f62m 18.7t nsn yrs. f16.7m 156.1 55.4 4.1 .9

Il elasticities -28.8 .1 -3.1 2D.4 -38.6 1.5 4.2 0

Base elasticities -28.8 .1 -2.9 20.9 -38.6 1.6 7.8 23.0

High elasticities -28.6 .1 -2.5 22.1 38.0 1.7 11.2 38.6

Pmodutin Prices

Pbrk &

lamb Beef Mllk Poultry Hay Barley hat lamb Milk
Base + 5.1 1.7 71.4 25.2 66.4 79.6 11.9 1583 163

I elasticities -4.2 -8.4 -3.2 -50.5 3.9 -1.4 -6.9 1.4 2.6

Base elasticities -3.7 -8.5 -3.0 -50.4 4.2 -1.5 -7.3 1.4 2.6

HIgh elasticities -3.2 -8.6 -2.8 -50.5 4.5 -1.7 -8.1 1.4 2.6
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It is evident that the results are quite robust to changes in the

demand structure of the model. The only real difference between the three

versions is in the implicit import demands. Since the base level imports

of beef and frozen lamb were so low, even modest changes translate into

larger percentage changes. Overall, we can say that the more substitution

between crops that is incorporated in the model, the larger the import bill

when the price of barley is raised to the farmers. The essential reason is

that the increased price of lamb and milk lead to larger increases in

demand for the imported, substitutable commodities. It should be noted,

however, that even with the very large changes assumed for the demand

system, the changes in results are modest.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The above disc:ussion indicated that the deficit can be reduced

significantly at a cost of either increased imports of agricultural

commodities or a small rise in the cost of living. The relevant policy on

the agenda of the Cypriot Government is to increase consumer feedgrain

prices. This policy, if accepted, is likely to be implemented in stages.

The first stage considered in this paper is an increase of 14.5 percent

(from £33.9 per ton to i38.8 per ton). We consider its implications under

two scenarios. The first does not allow imports of pork and poultry since

Cyprus is currently self'-sufficient in these goods. The second scenario

allows free trade in these goods at initial prices. The implications for

the deficit are:

(i) The Grain Commission Deficit would decrease by 20.2 and 28.8

percent respectively for the two scenarios.

(ii) If thle increaEse in government wage bill due to the cost of living

increase is taken into account, then these changes will be 17.7

and 28.0 percent.

It waLs believed that these subsidies benefit mainly consumers.

It is our finding that t:he benefit of this subsidy, and hence the burden of

its removal, is shared between consumers and livestock producers. This is

due to the fact that the demand for individual meats are relatively elastic

and that not all meat consumer prices will. change since some are determined

in world markets (e.g. frozen beef and lamb, and in one scenario pork and

poultry).

The costs of t:his price increase are the following:

(i) The cost of li.ving of the poorest group will increase by .4 or

.1 percent, contingent on the two scenarios of pork and poultry
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(ii) The cost of living of the average Cypriot will increase by .3 or

.1 percent respectively.

(iii) The value of agricultural imports will decrease or increase

contingent upon the trade assumption of the pork and poultry

sector. With imports allowed, the amount of foreign exchange

spent on agricultural products rises by almost 21 percent (or

£3.5 million). However, if imports of pork and poultry are not

allowed then foreign exchange expenditure on agricultural product

falls by 1 percent.

(iv) These numbers overstate the foreign exchange cost of the

reduction in the Grain Commission deficit for the case of

allowing imports of pork and poultry. The feedgrain price

increase will release 2.9 percent of the agricultural labor

force, approximately 540 man years. These people, if employed in

alternative uses outside of agriculture may generate foreign

exchange savings through export earnings or import substitution.

Even if we ignore the import substitution component, assuming

that each released worker generates the average export earnings

of non-agricultural workers, this gain in foreign exchange

amounts to £1.5 million. This is a substantial offset to the

£3.5 million loss described in (iii).

(v) With this relatively small increase in feedgrain prices, the

production of the pork and poultry industry declines by 12 and 50

percent under the two scenarios. Again, the actual supply

response may be lower due to the higher than reported profits of

this industry, which imply lower supply response.
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As currently experienced by many other countries, a decrease in

subsidies is never a Pareto-superior move; i.e., without compensation,

individuals get hurt in the short-run. In the Cypriot case, the increase

in the burden on consumers is not very large while the pork and poultry

industry will experience declining profits and may contract. Our aim in

introducing this methodology is to provide a consistent and quantitative

structure for a more informed political debate. As stated above, this

methodology has been further simplified for common usage by operational

economists. (See Braverman-Hammer-Gron [19851.)
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APPENDIX A

Basic Production Data

Table 1: PRODUCTION IN 1000 mt (1974 - 1982)

Milk
Wheat Barley Pork Poultry Beef Sheep, Lamb, in cow milk

Goats & Kids equivalent

1974 95.0 110.0 14.7 8.0 2.0 6.9 93.7

1975 32.0 50.0 12.2 7.1 1.4 3.6 58.7

1976 34.0 55.0 13.6 7.6 1.6 4.1 66.3

1977 23.0 56.0 14.2 7.8 1.6 4.6 73.0

1978 20.0 67.0 15.2 8.4 1.8 5.8 81.3

1979 13.0 63.0 15.6 10.0 1.8 5.5 86.1

1980 13.0 80.0 15.3 10.0 2.0 5.3 92.3

1982 10.5 75.0 19.5 10.3 2.0 5.4 97.4
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Table 2: IMPORTS IN 1000 mt (1974 - 1980)

Wheatl/ Barley Frozen Lamb Beef

1974 5.6 92.0 0.7 0.8

1975 22.7 127.1 1.0 1.2

1976 22.8 103.1 0.9 2.5

1977 47.5 112.1 1.2 2.1

1978 29.2 95.4 1.2 2.2

1979 56.8 122.6 1.4 2.4

1980 58.9 61.5 1.4 2.7

1981 51.5 - 1.2 2.9

Wheat imports are by crop year, e.g., 1974 is 1974/75.

Table 3: GRAIN COMMISSION PRICES

(l/Mtt)

Barley Wheat
Local Local

Import Purchase Sale Import Purchase Sale

1974/75 59.4 48.88 33.9 - 52.8 52.4
1975/76 41.-8 48.8 33.9 65.0 52.8 52.4
1976/77 57.4 48.8 33.9 59.8 52.8 52.4
1977/78 37.9 62.6 33.9 46.3 56.7 50.4
1978/79 38.1 58.3 33.9 32.8 58.3 49.9
1979/80 f61.4 74.8 33.9 39.3 68.5 49.9
1980/81 75.1 84.2 33.9 76.9 70.9 49.9
1981/82 69.2 91.0 33.9 79.3 81.0 49.9
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Table 4: ACREAGE PLANTED IN 1000 DONUMS
(1974 - 1981)

Wheat Barley

1974 650 550

1975 200 220

1976 215 245

1977 205 250

1978 120 250

1979 85 260

1980 72 290

1981 65 300

Table 5: WORLD PRICES
(t/mt)

Wheat Barley Frozen Lamb Beef

1974/75 - 59.4 521.8 774.1

1975/76 65.0 41.8 438.5 517.6

1976/77 59.8 57.4 482.9 506.7

1977/78 46.3 37.9 540.0 592.8

1979/79 32.8 38.1 570.4 653.8

1979/80 39.3 61.4 693.0 889.6

1980/81 76.9 75.1 760.5 1030.5

1981/82 79.3 69.2 - -
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Table 6: GRAIN COMMISSION DEFICITS
(in million f)

Deficit from Trade Other Expenses Total Deficit from
(purchase-sales) and subsidies All Activities

1974/75 3.214 3.168 6.382

1975/76 2.451 1.297 3.748

1976/77 4.120 1.615 5.735

1977/78 1.685 1.446 3.131

1979/79 2.391 1.579 3.970

1979/80 7.7.35 2.327 10.062

1980/81 13.790 3.627 17.417

1981/82 14.339 4.361 18.700

Table 7: CONSUMPTION
(in 1000 mt)

Poultry Milk Products
and (all in cow milk

Beef Goats Pigs Turkey equivalent)

1974 2.9 7.6 14.7 8.4 122.6

1975 2.6 4.6 12.2 7.5 84.4

1976 4.1 5.0 13.6 7.6 93.7

1977 3.7 5.9 14.2 7.8 100.3

1978 4.1 7.0 15.2 8.4 102.6

1979 4.2 6.9 15.4 9.9 108.7

1980 4.7 6.7 15.6 10.0 112.3
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APPENDIX B

The Formal Model

I. PRODUCTION

A. Profit Functions

Production relations are characterized by a translog restricted

(constrained by the presence of fixed factors), normalized (by the price of

output; hence, profits are measured in units of output) profit function.

For a detailed discussion, see Lau (1976, 1978).

1. For livestock, the profit function takes the form:

a a +,a wa +1 a a 
ln Tr = + Ei ln w +- E yi In wi ln wj + la inC

i i 2ij i i j

where:
a = L lamb

B beef
K pork and poultry

I, = 1 labor
= o other imports
= f feed
= k capital

t = profits generated in the production of a

wi = normalized price of input i = (price of input i)
divided by (price of good a)

-a a-1 e (1- o)
feed = a (i - ea) a wa

h = hay; b = barley
Hence, the price of feed is a weighted average of the
prices of its components.
For pork and poultry, 0 = 0.

C = Stock of animal a
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2. Profit function for milk production:

ln ir= a + Ea ln w + E E ya ln w a ln w a + Ba ln Ca
ci wi 2 ij _ij i j

where:
a = CM cow's milk

SM sheep's milk

The stock variable, C a, is equal to the stock of the correspond-

beef cow's milking animal raised for meat. For example C = c

3. For field crops, the profit function is specialized to a

Cobb-Douglas form of the translog function:

In ra = a + Eaa ln a + a ln A a

where:
a = t wheat

= b barley
= h hay

i,j = 1 labor
= o other inputs
= k capital

All other symbols are as above except

Aa land allocated to crop a

B. Supply Functions

Qa = ra(, _ aa _ Ey ln w )

aQ supply of good a
for a = L, B, K, t, b, CM, SM

NOTE: for wheat and barley, all ytj's equal zero

For hay:

h h h a a
Q = w (1- + Q

for a = barley, wheat

a conversion factor for straw (by-product of wheat and
hArltmv) to fodder enlifva pnt .
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For total milk production in cow's milk equivalent:

MK cm SMQ = Q + 1.83 Q

C. Factor Demand Functions

a a
xa = _ (aa + Eya n w)

i awa wa i j ij j
i i

Xi = Demand for factor i in the production of ai

X = E Xa = Market demand for factor ii a i

a= h ff (hay)
h~ wh

xa ( h ~ f f (barley)
b wb

D. Allocation of Fixed Factors

1. For livestock, the rate of return to investment in animal

stock, i.e., its marginal value product, is assumed exogenous and

equal to the value of the marginal product of stock in the base

period.

k k k -k-k -k
B p t Bi t kT (Pork.and Poultry)

C C

B B B CM CM CM -BB- B -CM -CM -CM
P i +~ P ipP + ~ p it Cows

CB -B

L L L SM CM SM -L-L -SM -CM -SM
P I + B P iE+= P I + B P Sheep

CL 

where p = producer price of good a
and a bar indicates the value of the variable
in the base period.
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2. For field crops, land is allocated between crops such that

marginal value products of land are equated.

h hh b bb t t t
0 p Tr = p ir = p i

Ah Ab At

II. CONSUMPTION

A. Definition of Income

Y E paa a+ 
a

Y National Income

Income for all sources other than profits from
agricultural production.

B. Demand Functions

D =(Ma + n In (N-) + Eg ln )
Np zaz d a

lnp M + E m ln Pa + 1 a ln p Pz
o a d 2 az az d d

where:
a,z = L fresh lamb

= FL frozen lamb
= B beef
- P pork and poultry
= Mk milk
= t bread

Da Market demand for commodity a

N = Population size

p a,z = Consumer price of good a or z

p = Price index

III. MARKET CLEARING CONDITIONS

A. For fresh lamb, milk, and, in version 1, pork and poultry:

Da Qa a = L, MK, P
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B. For hay:

Q = X = EXa a = L, B, MK

C. For barley:

x E Xa Qb F Mb a = L, B, MK, P
b a b'

D. For frozen lamb:

FL FL
D ~M

E. For beef, bread and, in version 2, pork and poultry:

a a aa B tP
D =Q = M a B, t, P

M = Imports of good z z =B, t, P, b, FL

IV. GOVERNMENT DEFICITS

Wheat Deficit= (Pt -Pt) Qt + (P - Pt) D
w w d

Producer Consumer
Subsidy Subsidy

Barley Deficits = (pb pb) + (Pb _ W ) X

Producer Consumer
Subsidy Subsidy

where Fa = world 'price of good a
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APPENDIX C

Method of Model Calibration

As is evident from the model presented in Appendix B, the number

of parameters which must be determined is quite large. This section

briefly describes the procedures used in choosing values for these

parameters.

The parameter values must satisfy a variety of conditions.

First, they must generate values of the main economic variables consistent

with observed levels in the base period. Second, they must imply behavior

consistent with empirical evidence on supply or demand responses. Third,

they must satisfy restrictions imposed both by theory and by the chosen

functional forms (translog and AIDS) for the production and consumption

systems. These restrictions include concavity of associated cost and

expenditure functions and other characteristics of "well behaved"

production and utility functions. Fourth, all of the equilibrium

conditions required in the model must hold for the chosen base period.

The general method used to determine the parameter values is the

following (a more complete description can be found in Braverman, Ahn and

Hammer, 1983). A non-linear optimization problem is defined in which

deviations from known or estimated values of the parameters or functions of

the parameters (such as price elasticities) are minimized. This

minimization takes place subject to all the restrictions mentioned in the

preceding paragraph. The general form of the problem is:

- - 2
Minimize E ((xi - xi)/xi) subject to:

(1) all equations of the formal model are satisfied; and

(2) all theoretical constraints on the production and consumptions
systems are satisfied.
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The x's are values which the variables in question are supposed

to take on if there were no other constraints on the system. For instance,

these will usually include the actual values of the important variables in

the base period such as actual production levels, imports or prices. They

will also include behavioral characteristics of the supply and demand

systems. For example, the income elasticity of beef may be known (from

econometric estimates or from expert opinion) to be .7. This would be the

value of x in the respective term in the summation, and parameters of the

demand system would be chosen such that the expression:

1 + Sbeef
share o income spent on beet

is as close to .7 as possible without violating any of the other

restrictions of the model.

The restrictions are of two kinds. First, all the equations in

Appendix B must hold exactly for the base period. Since the model is not

an exact representation of reality, the equations are not likely to hold

exactly at observed levels of all of the variables. The values must be

modified to fit into our' assumed framework.

Second, the supply and demand systems must satisfy a few

restrictions imposed by theory. The best example is that the Slutsky

matrix of the demand system must be negative definite. This requires that

the matrix defined in terms of the parameters of the model:

i; (Yij + OjlrL p - W, 6ij + WiW) yij ~~~pN i j ijPp

(Wi is shatre of income spent on good i, 6ij is the Kronecher delta

where 6ij = 1, if i = j and - 0 otherwise)

must be negative definite, or equivalently, that the principal minors of

this matrix alternate in sign. This restriction was imposed on the

minimization problem.
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The choice of target values for the x's came from a variety of

sources.

Demand

On the demand side, the structure of consumer preferences was

determined by econometric evidence in data also provided by the Agricutural

Research Institute. Their econometric work provided results reported in

Panayiotou (1982). Using their data and econometric procedures as well as

estimation procedures required by the AIDs functional form resulted in the

parameters used in our formal calibration model. The following is the

actual demand price elasticities used in the model.

With respect to price of
Fresh Frozen Beef Milk Pork & Bread

Elasticity of lamb lamb Poultry
demand for

Fresh lamb -2.8 .99 1.1 .24 -.31 .01
Frozen lamb 6.9 -3.7 5.1 1.6 3.8 .01
Beef 1.7 1.1 -3.7 .09 .34 .01
Milk .14 .12 .04 -1.2 .04 .01
Pork & Poultry -.1 .22 .1 .03 -2.4 .01
Bread .01 0 .01 .01 .01 -. 9

Production

For the parameters in the production function, most of the

information came from the farm budget studies conducted by the Agricultural

Research Institute. This information determined the levels opf profit and

the use of each factor in each production activity.

The main parameter which is unknown from budget data is the value

of B which determines the returns .to scale of the production process in all

of the livestock industries. For the estimation of this parameter, the

following model was chosen. Using data provided in the Time Series Data on

Livestock 1960-1980 the following model relating the output of meat

production, q, with animal stock was estimated:
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q = ak ; + b Ak

where ak is the long-run relation of stock to meat production and Ak is

the change in stock from one year to the next. If desired stocks of

animals are changed, this should directly affect the amount of meat

provided to the market in years intervening between price changes and the

ultimate stock adjustment. The coefficient on the stock change should be

proportional to the ratio of stock population to usable meat weight. These

equations were estimated with an iterative procedure to obtain the values

of the parameters; a, 0 and b. This procedure gave the values of 0 for the

minimization procedure described above. For the three commodities included

in this study, the values of B in the above equation were estimated to be:

lamb -- .913

bee - .897

8pork and poultry .721
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